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Abstract 
In the past, distribution systems were characterized by a unidirectional power flow where power 
flows from the main power generation units to consumers. However, with changes in power system 
regulation and increasing incentives for integrating renewable energy sources, Distributed 
Generation (DG) has become an important component of modern distribution systems. Reducing 
system losses and increasing system reliability can be achieved by integrating DG units into a 
system. However, when a portion of the system is energized by one or more DG and is 
disconnected from the grid, this portion becomes islanded and might cause several operational and 
safety issues. Therefore, an accurate and fast islanding detection technique is needed to avoid these 
issues as per IEEE Standard 1547-2003 [1].  Islanding detection techniques are dependent on the 
type of the DG connected to the system and can achieve accurate results when only one type of 
DG is used in the system. Thus, a major challenge is to design a universal islanding technique to 
detect islanding accurately and in a timely manner for different DG types and multiple DG units 
in the system.  
This thesis introduces an efficient universal islanding detection method that can be applied 
to both Inverter-based DG and Synchronous-based DG. The proposed method relies on extracting 
a group of features from measurements of the voltage and frequency at the Point of Common 
Coupling (PCC) of the targeted island. Then, a feature selection algorithm is used to select the best 
features for islanding detection in order to reduce the detection time while maintaining high 
accuracy. After that, the Random Forest (RF) classification technique is used to distinguish 
between islanding and non-islanding situations with the goals of achieving a zero Non-Detection 
Zone (NDZ), which is a region where islanding detection techniques fail to detect islanding, as 
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well as avoiding nuisance DG tripping during non-islanding conditions. Islanding and non-
islanding cases have been generated, under different system topologies taking into consideration 
island size, type of DGs connected to the system, and number of DGs connected to the system, 
using the IEEE 34 bus system in order to train and test the proposed technique. The accuracy of 
the proposed technique is evaluated using a cross-validation technique. The methodology of the 
proposed islanding detection technique is shown to have a zero NDZ, 98% accuracy, and fast 
response when applied to both types of DGs. Finally, four other classifiers are compared with the 
Random Forest classifier, and the RF technique proved to be the most efficient approach for 
islanding detection. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
In traditional power systems, the generation of power is characterized as being centralized power 
generation, meaning that the power flows from bulk power-generation plants, such as nuclear 
power plants and hydro dams, to consumers by transmission links. As the human population 
increases, the demand for electricity increases. For example, in Canada, electrical consumption 
has been growing in the last twenty years at a rate of 1.1% every year [2]. However, political, 
physical, environmental, and economical constraints restrict building new large electrical power 
plants. Therefore, to overcome these limitations and react to the increased power demand, the 
concept of installing Distributed Generation (DG) has been introduced. DG units (DGs) can supply 
both active and reactive power in order to assist the grid in meeting the increased power demand.  
Installing DGs within a distribution system has several advantages, such as improving 
power quality, system reliability, system performance, and reducing system losses. Such units can 
provide backup in case of power failure by having them as a backup units. DGs can also be used 
to provide ancillary services such as  spinning reserve. Finally, due to environmental concerns, 
DGs that run on renewable resources such as wind and solar can be very appealing. 
Although DGs have been0020receiving attention due to their many advantages, several 
issues are associated with the increased penetration of decentralized power generation units into 
distribution systems [3]. For example, one major issue is their high capital cost per kW compared 
to that of large power generation plants. Another issue associated with the high penetration of DGs 
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into the system is their unpredictable power output. It is difficult to forecast the power profile of 
DGs such as wind and solar. Protection issues can also be a challenge with the integration of DGs 
into current power systems. Since the existing distribution systems are usually as radial, the electric 
power flows in one directional from the grid to the consumers. However, when DGs are introduced 
into the system, power will also flow the other way, causing a bi-directional power flow. This 
change from unidirectional to bi-directional power flow requires new protection schemes. Finally, 
DGs can be operated in both grid-connected mode or planned islanded mode. In this latter mode, 
part of the grid, including one or more DGs, is disconnected from the main grid by opening the 
circuit breaker at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) by the utility. However, as shown in 
Figure 1, unintentional islanding can occur and causes several operational and safety issues [4], 
for instance, poor power quality due to the mismatch in active and reactive power between the load 
and generation. This mismatch causes a deviation in the voltage and frequency, which can lead to 
damaging customers’ and network equipment. Another issue is out-of-phase re-closing of circuit 
breakers, which might damage the DG unit when the island is reconnected to the main grid. This 
damage occurs because the DG will most likely be out of synchronism with the gird at the time of 
reconnection, perhaps resulting in large transient currents that will damage the DG. Finally, 
unintentional islanding can be a threat to the safety of line workers since the island remains 
energized by the DG while they assume it to be disconnected. Therefore, the issues of islanding 
call for immediate detection as per IEEE Standard 1547-2003. 
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Figure 1: An Overview of Islanding 
As mentioned, islanding detection techniques are DG dependent, and the detection 
accuracy will greatly depend on the DG type connected to the system.  DGs can be divided into 
two main categories: Synchronous-based (rotary based) DGs and Inverter-based DGs. Table 1 
summarizes the different types of DGs and in which technology they can be used. Because of the 
two possible categories, islanding detection techniques developed for Inverter-based DGs will fail 
to detect islanding accurately for Synchronous-based DGs and vice versa.  
 
Table 1: Types Of DG 
Technology DG type 
Island 
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Photovoltaic Inverter-Based DG 
Fuel Cells Inverter-Based DG 
Wind Turbines 
Doubly-Fed Induction Generator, Synchronous 
Generator behind a full inverter 
Small Hydro Induction, Synchronous-Based DG 
Gas Turbines Inverter-Based DG 
Geothermal Synchronous-Based DG 
 
1.2 Islanding Detection Techniques 
Islanding detection techniques can be divided into three main categories: passive, active, and 
communication based techniques. Figure 2 shows an overall view of islanding detection techniques 
that are commonly available and used by utilities. Communication based techniques are the most 
reliable and accurate; however, they are very difficult to implement in complex systems and are 
the most expensive detection techniques. Active methods depend on introducing a disturbance into 
the system or injecting a noise into it near the targeted DG; the resulting response is then compared 
to pre-defined scenarios. Passive methods depend on a set of measurements such as voltage, 
frequency, power, and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in order to detect islanding. Each 
detection technique has its own advantages and disadvantages and Table 2 summarizes these for 
each method.  
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Table 2: A Comparison of the Main Islanding Detection Techniques 
Feature   
 
Technique 
Communication 
Techniques 
Local Techniques 
Active Passive Hybrid 
Principle of 
operations 
Uses 
communication 
equipment to 
communicate 
between the utility 
and DG unit 
Inject noise signal 
into the system 
and compare the 
response to a pre-
set threshold 
Based on local 
measurements 
such as voltage, 
frequency, power, 
and THD at PCC 
Mixture of 
passive and active 
techniques 
Additional 
equipment 
Communication 
devices 
requires some 
equipment 
Minimum 
equipment 
Equipment of 
active and passive 
Cost Very expensive Medium Lowest High 
Multiple DG units 
operation 
Possible Not possible Possible Possible 
Effect on power 
quality 
No effect 
Reduce power 
quality, voltage 
stability and 
introduce 
transient response 
No effect 
Reduce power 
quality, voltage 
stability and 
introduce 
transient response 
Time required Very fast Short 
Slightly longer 
than passive 
Longer than 
active 
Effectiveness Most effective 
Depends on the 
mismatch 
between the load 
and DG unit 
Effective even in 
small mismatch 
Very effective 
NDZ Non Large Small small 
DG Dependent No Yes Yes Yes 
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1.3 Research Motivation 
From Table 2, it is clear that no perfect islanding detection technique exists that can be used 
without having disadvantages. Some of these disadvantages are: high implementation cost, as in 
communication based techniques; reduction in power quality and system stability, as in active 
techniques as a result of injecting disturbance into the system; presence of NDZ, as in passive 
techniques which might results in false islanding detection for small mismatched scenarios; and 
false operation when multiple DG units are connected in the system. To overcome these 
disadvantages, many islanding detection techniques have been proposed in the literature. The 
proposed techniques were able to detect islanding very effectively, achieving very accurate results 
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Figure 2: Islanding Detection Techniques 
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and eliminating most of the discussed disadvantages. However, all the proposed techniques were 
DG dependent and were directed to a single type of DG. These techniques would either fail to 
operate properly, when applied to other types of DG, or cannot be integrated in the same way. For 
example, techniques that detect islanding for systems with Inverter-based DG might not work 
properly or would fail to detect islanding for systems with Synchronous-based DG and vice versa. 
Therefore, a universal islanding detection technique is clearly needed, one that can detect islanding 
when both types of DGs are connected together in the same system, which is the case in modern 
distribution systems. 
This thesis proposes a novel universal islanding detection technique that incorporates data 
mining and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. The proposed algorithm depends on measuring 
multiple features at the PCC of the targeted island. The extracted features are sampled and passed 
through a feature-selection process in which top features are selected based on certain criteria. 
After that, the features are fed to the classifier in order to distinguish between islanding and non-
islanding conditions.  
The proposed algorithm is able to detect islanding under different system conditions. First, 
it can detect islanding under large and small power mismatches between local loads and DG units 
in the island. More importantly, it can detect islanding under perfectly match scenarios where the 
power consumed by the local loads is equal to the power generated by DG units inside the island. 
Thus, the proposed technique has a zero NDZ. Furthermore, the proposed technique can work for 
different DG types such as Inverter-based and Synchronous-based DGs, and also works if one DG 
is present or multiple DGs are used, independently of the DG type.  
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1.4 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is divided into five main chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the work, and Chapter 2 
provides background on some major islanding detection techniques proposed in the literature. 
Chapter 3 explains the proposed islanding detection technique, and Chapter 4 presents the 
simulation results followed by discussion. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the work.  
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
Islanding is a condition in which part of a distribution network is disconnected from the remainder 
of the grid, and yet is powered by one or more Distributed Generation (DG) units connected to it.  
It is difficult to compare islanding detection techniques since each type and technique operates 
better and more efficiently than other technique in a specific situation and system. For example, 
techniques that depend on the change of terminal voltage will work effectively for Synchronous-
based DG, whereas techniques that depend on frequency shift will be ideal for Inverter-based DG.   
In recent years, various islanding detection methods have been proposed with an overall 
aim of minimizing the non-detection zone (NDZ).  NDZ is the range in active and reactive power 
mismatch (∆P and ∆Q, respectivly) between the load demand and the power supplied by the DG 
unit in the island where the islanding will not be detected as shown in Figure 3. The limits of this 
NDZ are based on active power and reactive power mismatch equations (1-4) as shown below ( 
[22]: 
For an active power mismatch (∆𝑃) , the equation is: 
(
𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
)
2
− 1 ≤
∆𝑃
𝑃
≤ (
𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
)
2
− 1                                                         (1) 
Based on IEEE standards the limits for the voltage are 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.88 𝑝𝑢 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.1 𝑝𝑢, so the 
limits of the NDZ due to the active power mismatch are 
−17.36% ≤
∆𝑃
𝑃
≤ 29.13%1                                                                                 (2) 
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For a reactive power mismatch(∆𝑄), the equation is: 
1 − (
𝑓
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛
)
2
≤
∆𝑄
𝑃
≤ 1 − (
𝑓
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
)
2
1                                                                     (3) 
Based on IEEE standards, the limits for the frequency are 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 59.3 𝐻𝑧 and 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 60.5 𝐻𝑧 , 
so the limits of the NDZ due to reactive power mismatch are 
−2.37% ≤
∆𝑄
𝑃
≤ 1.646%1                                                                                    (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Islanding detection methods can be divided into three main categories: communication 
based [5, 6], active based [7-15], and passive based [16-22]. Communication based methods are 
very accurate but are the most expensive among islanding detection techniques. Active methods 
rely on introducing a small noise signal into the system. Under normal conditions, this signal will 
Figure 3: NDZ Limits 
ΔP
ΔQ
29.13%-17.36%
1.646%
-2.370%
NDZ
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not cause much deviation in system parameters, due to the presence of the substation. However, 
during islanding, this signal becomes amplified, facilitating islanding detection. Passive islanding 
detection methods are simple and rely on measurable quantities such as voltage, frequency, etc., 
at the PCC to detect islanding. Under each of the aforementioned categories, there exist different 
designs and models for islanding detection.  
2.1 Communication based Islanding Detection Techniques 
Having communication between DGs and the utility is the most effective and reliable islanding 
detection technique. However, this communication is very expensive and uneconomical to 
implement unless it is required by the utility. Under this category, there are two main islanding 
detection techniques: Transfer Trip (TT) and Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC). 
2.1.1 Transfer Trip 
Transfer Trip is the most common islanding detection technique and is used by many utilities, 
including Hydro One in Ontario, because of its very simple concept.  All circuit breakers that 
island the DG must be monitored by a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system 
and linked directly to the DG control unit [5]. Thus, when there is a disconnection in the system, 
TT scheme will determine the islanded area and disconnect the DG from the system.  
If this method is installed correctly in a simple radial network, there will be zero NDZ. The 
main disadvantages of this technique are the implementation cost and increased complexity as the 
system gets larger and larger. The larger the system is, the more complex the control unit will 
become and the higher the implementation cost. With a large system and many DG units installed, 
implementing this method becomes infeasible. 
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2.1.2 Power Line Carrier Communication   
In the Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC) islanding detection technique, a signal is 
generated from a signal generator at the substation and transmitted through power lines to the DG 
units connected in the system as demonstrated in figure 4 [6]. Each DG unit is then equipped with 
a signal detector. If the signal detector receives the transmitted signal, this means that the DG unit 
is connected to the system and operating under normal conditions. However, under islanding 
conditions, the transmitted signal will not be received by the signal detector since the circuit 
breaker at the substation is open. Consequently, the DG is disconnected from the system due to 
islanding. 
Signal Detector
Distributed 
Generation 
Unit
Signal GeneratorSubstation
Local 
Load
CB
 
Figure 4: Power Line Carrier Communication 
Similar to the TT method, PLCC has the advantages of simplicity and reliability. In simple 
radial systems, only one signal generator unit is needed to generate signals to any DG unit 
connected in the system. If the circuit breaker is open or there is a fault in the line, then the signal 
will not be received at the DG site and the DG will be disconnected. 
However, similar to the TT, this method has the practical implementation problems: the 
larger and more complex the system gets, the more complex line communication will be. 
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Therefore, in systems with many connected DGs, PLCC becomes very complex, and implementing 
it becomes infeasible. 
2.2 Active Islanding Detection Techniques 
Active islanding detection techniques depend on introducing a disturbance into the system. Under 
normal conditions, this disturbance does not alter system parameters. However, in islanded mode, 
the injected noise causes system parameters to change significantly. In the next subsections, 
various islanding detection methods are introduced.  
2.2.1 Slip Mode Frequency Shift 
Slip Mode Frequency Shift (SMS) islanding detection technique is based on the idea of changing 
the phase shift at the PCC to be miss-aligned with the grid [7, 8]. Under grid-connected mode, the 
utility keeps the Inverter-DG in phase, and therefore this phase shift will have very little effect on 
the frequency of the system. However, during islanding, the frequency is changed linearly with 
the phase shift, so when the grid is missing, the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) will continue to drift 
the phase and send the frequency into a positive feedback loop that will intersect with the load 
curve at a higher frequency where islanding can be detected easily.  
One of the main advantages of SMS is that it has been tested and proven to have a very 
small NDZ if used correctly. SMS is also very simple to implement, as doing so only requires 
some modification to existing components in the Inverter-based DG control unit, and works with 
multiple DGs in the system. However, the main challenge in SMS is to come up with a generalized 
load curve to fit all load curves. SMS also works very well when applied to Inverter-based DG 
systems but fails to operate correctly when used with Synchronous-based DG systems.  
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2.2.2 Active Frequency Drift 
With Active Frequency Drift (AFD) islanding detection technique, the output current waveform is 
altered by adding a dead-time portion “drift” at the end of every half cycle, as shown in Figure 5 
[9, 10, 11, and 12]. The ratio 
tz
tv
 is called the chopping factor. In grid-connected mode, this chopping 
factor is constant due to the presence of the utility. However, during islanding, the chopping factor 
increases continuously because the frequency is seeking to match the load resonance frequency. 
As soon as the chopping factor passes a certain pre-defined threshold, islanding is signaled and the 
DG is disconnected. 
 
Figure 5: AFD Islanding Detection Method 
This method has been tested and found to result in larger NDZ than that of SMS. It also 
introduces a distortion to the output of the DG in order to detect islanding, a distortion that might 
cause transient problems and power quality issues. 
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2.2.3 Sandia Frequency Shift 
Sandia Frequency Shift (SFS) is an improved version of AFD in which a positive feedback is used 
in determining the chopping factor (tv), as shown in the equation (5), where CFo is the chopping 
factor in grid-connected mode where there is no frequency deviation, K is the positive feedback 
gain, f is the measured frequency, and fo is the nominal frequency (60 Hz) [13,14,15]. 
𝐶𝐹 = 𝐶𝐹𝑜 + 𝐾(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜)1                                                                                        (5) 
During grid-connected mode, the change in frequency is very small, and f − fo is almost 
zero so the chopping factor is a small value and negligible. However, during islanding, the DG 
unit comes into control, and frequency will deviate to match the load resonance frequency. 
Therefore, the chopping factor will increase according to the above equation until the inverter trips. 
This method hugely improves on the normal AFD, and has the advantage of having a small 
NDZ. However, it also results in reduced power quality due to the positive feedback. This method 
is designed to be implemented for Inverter-based DG system. 
2.2.4 Sandia Voltage Shift 
Sandia Voltage Shift (SVS) is a usually implemented in conjunction with SFS in which the positive 
feedback is applied to the amplitude of the voltage. In SVS, the inverter reduces its power output 
in order to reduce its voltage. In grid-connected mode, this reduction in power has negligible effect 
on the output voltage. However, during islanding, the voltage drops because of the reduction in 
the power. The positive feedback will keep reducing the voltage until the under voltage relay trips 
and disconnects the DG unit from the system [5].  
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SVS method can be easily implemented and can detect islanding effectively when used 
with SFS. The main drawbacks are the reduction of DG efficiency and reduction in power quality 
due to the positive feedback. Active islanding detection techniques have the advantages of 
providing very accurate results and a small NDZ. These advantages come at a cost of reduced 
power quality, reduced DG unit efficiency, and slow detection time.  
2.3 Passive Islanding Detection Techniques 
Passive islanding detection techniques depend on measuring specific system parameters (e.g. 
voltage, frequency, total harmonic distortion, etc.) in order to detect islanding. These methods do 
not interfere with the operation of the DG and do not introduce noise into the system.  Some 
examples of passive islanding detection methods are presented in the next subsections. 
2.3.1 Over/Under Frequency, and Rate of Change of Frequency 
Over/Under Frequency islanding detection technique relies on the frequency at the PCC of the 
island to detect islanding [16, 17, 18]. As discussed earlier, frequency deviation depends on the 
mismatch in reactive power. In grid-connected mode, since there is no mismatch between 
generated and consumed reactive power, there is no deviation in the frequency. However, in 
islanding mode, there is a mismatch between the reactive power generated by the DG unit and the 
reactive power consumed by the local load in the island. Depending on the percentage of this 
mismatch, the frequency will deviate to a certain level. If there is a large mismatch, then the 
frequency will deviate beyond a pre-defined threshold value (59.3 > f > 60.5) and the relay will 
trip and disconnect the DG.  
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 Another islanding detection technique that uses frequency is the Rate of Change of 
Frequency (ROCOF). ROCOF uses 
∆f
∆t
 in order to detect islanding. The DG will trip if  
∆f
∆t
 passes a 
pre-defined value, usually between 0.1 Hz/s and 1.2 Hz/s in a 60 Hz system, depending on the size 
of the DG unit.  
2.3.2 Over/Under Voltage, and Rate of Change of Voltage 
Over/Under islanding detection technique is often used in conjunction with Over/Under 
Frequency. Over/Under voltage technique depends on mismatches in active power in order to 
detect islanding [18, 19]. During grid-connected mode, there is no mismatch between the generated 
and consumed power at the PCC. As soon as islanding happens, a mismatch occurs in the active 
power between the DG and the local load connected inside the island. Depending on the mismatch 
percentage, the voltage will deviate to a certain value, and if this deviation in voltage passes the 
pre-defined threshold, then the relay opens the breaker and disconnects the DG unit.  
 Another method that depends on voltage is Rate of Change of Voltage (ROCOV), where 
∆𝑣
∆𝑡
 is used to detect islanding. During the presence of the utility, the variation in voltage is small 
and negligible. However, during islanding, the ROCOV is large, and the DG will be disconnected 
if this ROCOV passes the preset threshold value.  
 The four techniques discussed above have the advantages of being fast and not introducing 
any disturbance to the system. They can also be considered as universal techniques that can be 
used for both types of DG. However, these techniques suffer from a large NDZ, and the choice of 
the pre-defined thresholds is very complicated. On one hand, if the threshold is set to a large value, 
then the NDZ becomes large and the techniques are not able to detect small islanding cases where 
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the mismatch is small. On the other hand, if the threshold is set to a small value, then the NDZ 
becomes small and the detection techniques become very sensitive and prone to nuisance trips. 
2.3.3 Voltage and Current Total Harmonic Distortion 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is generally used with Inverter-based DGs where harmonics are 
present. In this technique, the sensor measures the THD and compares it with a threshold value 
[20]. In grid-connected mode, the THD is negligible due to the presence of the utility. In islanded 
mode, the THD is much larger. This method is the most difficult to use since it is very hard to 
measure and predict the harmonics. It is also very difficult to choose the threshold value since load 
switching during grid-connected mode can also causes a spike in THD that results in false islanding 
detection.  
2.4 Artificial Intelligence Islanding Detection Techniques 
Recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques have gained popularity, and several papers have 
proposed their use for islanding detection. This increased interest in AI techniques is due to the 
capability of determining the most suitable combination of features/parameters as well as 
thresholds for significantly reducing the non-detection zone of islanding detection methods.  
An islanding detection technique based on a data mining approach using a decision tree 
(DT) was proposed in [23]. The proposed DT had limitations such as the dependency of the 
threshold values on the splitting criteria, which resulted in low accuracy of detection. In [24], the 
IEEE 7-bus system was used to test and compare three AI techniques for islanding detection. The 
current signals were sampled at 20 kHz, and Daubechie’s four wavelets with six levels of 
decomposition were used. The comparison was between support vector machines (SVM), a 
probabilistic neural network (PPN), and decision tree (DT) classifiers. The study showed that the 
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worst classifier for detecting islanding was SVM, with an overall accuracy of less than 74%, 
followed by PNN, with 85% accuracy, and DT with the highest accuracy was around 86%. A 
similar study was done in [25] using the same classifiers but with different features. In this work, 
seven features were extracted from voltage and frequency waveforms. Again, SVM showed the 
minimum overall accuracy, with an overall accuracy of 85%. DT improved its overall accuracy to 
90%, and PNN remarkably, achieved 97%. This work proved that AI techniques require more 
variety in their training data in order to achieve higher accuracies. Again, a Probabilistic Neural 
Network islanding detection technique was proposed [26]. Multiple parameters were derived and 
used as input to the probabilistic neural network in order to detect islanding. This technique showed 
very high accuracy in detecting islanding, with a mismatch of less than 6% for the worst-case 
scenario. 
In [27], an intelligent islanding detection technique that uses a DT classifier in order to 
detect islanding was proposed. This technique analyzed current and voltage signals at the targeted 
DG in order to extract eleven features to detect islanding. The extracted features were stored with 
their corresponding class in a pattern-classification data module. The developed module was then 
used to train and test the decision tree classifier. However, the method was not capable of capturing 
all possible islanding events, and had a mismatch rate of 16.67%. In order to improve the detection 
accuracy, a Fuzzy Rule-based approach was developed and proposed in [28]. The proposed 
technique used the top three features recommended by the DT from the previous work [27] 
(ROCOF  
∆f
∆t
 , ROCOP 
∆p
∆t
 , and Change in frequency ∆f) in order to generate fuzzy Membership 
Functions. With the approach moving from Decision Tree to Fuzzy Logic, the threshold values 
moved from “crisp” values to “soft” values. This technique yielded very accurate results in terms 
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of islanding detection. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of the proposed method is that it was 
implemented on a Synchronous-based DG system only.  
Another islanding detection technique was proposed in [29] in which a Bayesian classifier 
was used to detect islanding based on 64 parameters calculated by ESPRIT. The proposed 
technique used voltage and frequency waveforms in order to generate features, and these were fed 
to a Naïve Bayesian classifier to distinguish between islanding and non-islanding scenarios. The 
proposed technique provided 100% accuracy but was only implemented on an Inverter-based DG 
system. Additionally, in [30, 31] a pattern recognition approach was implemented for islanding 
detection. Voltage and current transient signals were discretized by discrete wavelet 
transformation in order to extract twelve features. A Decision Tree was then modeled in order to 
discriminate between islanding and non-islanding events based on the energy content in the 
wavelet coefficients. The proposed technique provided 97% overall accuracy. However, it was 
implemented only on a Synchronous-based DG. Another DT based islanding detection technique 
was proposed in [32, 33], in which eleven features were extracted and used to detect islanding. 
The proposed islanding intelligent relay performed very well and had a very insignificant NDZ. 
However, it was implemented on a Synchronous-based DG system. 
Of all the above techniques [23,33], the AI techniques showed the most accurate results in 
detecting islanding, if proper features were extracted and a proper classifier was used. 
Nevertheless, all the techniques were implemented and tested based on one DG type (Synchronous 
or Inverter). This thesis takes advantage of the AI technique capabilities by proposing a robust 
universal islanding detection method that can be applied to both types of DG (Synchronous and 
Inverter based).  
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Chapter 3  
Technical Details of the Proposed Method 
The proposed universal islanding detection method has three main phases, which include feature 
extraction, feature selection, and classification. First, the voltage and current waveforms are 
measured to extract the 21 possible features presented in section 3.4. Second, a feature selection 
algorithm is used to determine the most effective combination of features that can be used to detect 
islanding accurately and that can be applied to both the Inverter-based DG and the Synchronous-
based DG. The sequential feature selection methods, such as the Forward Feature Selection (FFS) 
and the Backward Feature Selection (BFS), are used to select the best features [29, 30] to be used 
for islanding detection. At the end, the Random Forest algorithm is used to distinguish islanding 
from non-islanding events. Since the Decision Tree classifier can disintegrate a very complicated 
classification process into a manageable and basic logic decision process; RF is used because it 
has the ability to combine output from multiple DTs, and thus, provide higher and more robust 
results than a single DT. Furthermore, three other classifiers are used to compare the used 
algorithm and robustness of the chosen features. This section explains all the basic theories of the 
algorithms used in this universal islanding detection technique. The system under study, the 
methodology and the basics of the classifiers are explained in the following subsections. 
3.1 System under Study 
In this thesis, the IEEE 34-bus distribution system, which is modeled in MATLAB/SIMULINK, 
is used in the simulation. A sample system is shown in Figure 6, which demonstrates the system 
with a DG connected at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). There is a local load of 100 kW 
connected at the PCC. The DG and the load are connected to the remaining distribution system by 
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a 100 kVA 24.9kV/480V transformer. There are two different DG types that will be connected to 
the system: Synchronous-based DG and Inverter-based DG. The Synchronous-based DG includes 
a synchronous generator, an exciter and a governor modeled as in [29]. The other DG is an 
Inverter-based DG with a current controlled interface as displayed in Figure 7 [5].  
The control unit works as follows: To determine the frequency (ω) and the phase angle (θ), 
the control unit measures the voltage at the PCC point, and, in turn, supplies it to the phase-locked 
loop (PLL). In addition, the current at the PCC is measured and fed into the Park transformation 
(abc/dq) to acquire the dq component of the current. The iq and id are compared to the iqref and 
idref after extracting the dq components of the current, and the difference between them is used as 
an input for the proportional-integral controller Finally, to control the Inverter-based DG switches, 
the frequency ω with the output of the proportional-integral controller are used as input for the 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). 
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Figure 6: IEEE 34-Bus Test System 
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Figure 7: Constant Current Controller Schematic to Control the DG 
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3.2 Data Generation 
A wide range of simulated cases is performed to provide the classifier with a distinctive 
information to differentiate between islanding and non-islanding conditions. To simulate islanding 
conditions, different mismatches in generated power by the local DG and consumed power by the 
local load inside the island are simulated as described in Table 3. The range of active power 
mismatch is from 0% up to ±30% and reactive power mismatch is between 0% up to ±5%. 
However, in this research, the focus is on the small mismatch as it is harder to detect islanding 
during small mismatched or even perfect-matched scenarios [32]. In contrast, the capacitor bank 
switching, load switching, and motor switching are performed to produce the non-islanding 
scenarios as indicated in Table 3. Table 3 summarizes the simulated cases used in this research. 
Multiple cases for generating the island exist: 
 Disconnecting from the PCC to generate a small island that includes load and a DG only 
 Disconnecting from the middle of the system to generate a larger island that includes 
local loads and multiple DG 
 Disconnecting from the main substation to create a large island that includes all the loads 
in the system with multiple DGs 
In any of these scenarios, the generation and demand active and reactive powers are 
matched in order to perform the desired mismatch. In each of the proposed islands, the following 
scenarios are followed: 
1) Scenario 1: All Inverter-based DG system 
2) Scenario 2: All Synchronous-based DG system 
3) Scenario 3: Multiple DG types connected in the system 
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Table 3: Simulated Cases 
Scenario Case Description Case 
1 
 
P mismatch Up to ±30% Islanding 
Q mismatch Up to ±5% 
 
Islanding 
Up to ±30% of P-mismatch and ±5% of Q-
mismatch 
 
Islanding 
Load switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Capacitor switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Motor switching at different buses Non-Islanding 
2 
P mismatch Up to ±30% Islanding 
Q mismatch Up to ±5% 
 
Islanding 
Up to ±30% of P-mismatch and ±5% of Q-
mismatch 
 
Islanding 
Load switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Capacitor switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Motor switching at different buses Non-Islanding 
3 
P mismatch Up to ±30% Islanding 
Q mismatch Up to ±5% 
 
Islanding 
Up to ±30% of P-mismatch and ±5% of Q-
mismatch 
 
Islanding 
Load switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Capacitor switching at different buses 
 
Non-Islanding 
Motor switching at different buses Non-Islanding 
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3.3 Measured Features 
As previously mentioned, various islanding detection methods have been proposed that rely on a 
selection of a finite set of system features. In this thesis, a combination of various features or 
system parameters have been chosen from previous islanding detection methods focusing on 
Inverter-based and Synchronous-based DGs [22-26]. Twenty one features are measured locally in 
order to include as many parameters as possible that could be affected by islanding in the system. 
The extracted features include the following:  
X1: Voltage in pu 
X2: Voltage deviation (ΔV) 
X3: Frequency in Hz 
X4: Frequency deviation (Δf) 
X5: Rate of change of voltage (
𝛥𝑉
𝛥𝑡
) 
X6: Rate of change of frequency (
𝛥𝑓
𝛥𝑡
) 
X7: Rate of change of power (
Δp
Δt
) 
X8: Voltage total harmonic distortion (THDv) 
X9: Current total harmonic distortion (THDi) 
X10: Magnitude of Positive sequence 
X11: phase of Positive sequence 
X12: Rate of change of Positive sequence magnitude 
X13: Magnitude of Negative sequence 
X14: Phase of Negative sequence 
X15: Rate of change of Negative sequence magnitude 
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X16: Magnitude of Zero sequence 
X17: Phase of Zero sequence 
X18: Rate of change of Zero sequence magnitude 
X19: Voltage Unbalance 
X20: Rate of change of Voltage Unbalance 
X21: Power Factor 
 
3.4 Feature Selection 
The Forward Sequential Feature Selection (FSFS) and the Backward Sequential Feature Selection 
(BSFS) are implemented for the feature selection process. In sequential feature selections, a 
number of features are selected to reduce the overall number of features used to classify a problem. 
This selection is done by using forward or backward approaches. In the forward approach, the 
process starts with an empty set of features and adds one feature at a time. The addition of a feature 
is based on the information gain, and therefore, the feature that maximizes the information gain is 
selected, and the process is repeated until the number of features required is reached. In the 
backward feature selection algorithm, the opposite occurs. The process starts with full set of 
features and one feature is eliminated at a time. The elimination process eliminates the feature with 
the lowest information gain. Then, the process is repeated until the required number of features is 
achieved. In this research, four features are select as optimum number of features. The reason of 
choosing four features is due to the required detection accuracy and time. Choosing more features 
will increase the detection time but without much improvement in the accuracy. On the other hand, 
choosing three features will reduce the accuracy significantly.  
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After performing the feature selection process, the number of features is reduced from 
twenty one features to only four features. The selected number of features is based on accuracy vs. 
required detection time. On one hand, reducing the number to three features results in a reduced 
accuracy in the classification process; on the other hand, increasing the number above four 
increases the detection time while maintaining a similar accuracy. The chosen features are: 
Voltage, Frequency, Magnitude of Negative sequence, Phase of Negative sequence. 
3.5 Data Preparation 
In this thesis, the k-fold cross-validation method is used to prepare the data for the classifier. In 
the k-fold cross-validation technique, the data is divided into subsets (k subsets). To train the 
classifier, k-1 subsets are used, and then the testing is conducted using the remaining subset. This 
process is then repeated k times, and the average accuracy is calculated as the overall frequency 
of the classifier [22].  
3.6 Classification Techniques  
This section provides a brief introduction on the various possible classification techniques that can 
be used for islanding detection.  
3.6.1 Naïve Bayes Classifier 
The Naïve Bayesian classifier is one of the most effective and popular classifiers due to its 
simplicity, computational efficiency, and its excellent performance for real-world problems. The 
Naïve Bayesian determines from the training set of data the conditional probability of each feature 
Xi using the class label C (with c being the name of the class) as expressed in equation (6).  
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ρ(C = c|X = x) =
ρ(X = x|C = c)ρ(C = c)
ρ(X = x)
                                          (6) 
This formula is used to estimate the probability of a given test point belonging to class c given its 
set of features {xi}. The probability of C is calculated using the samples of X1, X2… Xn, where n 
is number of features. Using the calculated probabilities of each C, the classifier predicts the class 
with the highest posterior probability. The “Naïve” attribute derived from the fact that this 
classifier assumes that all features are statistically independent, which is particularly helpful 
because it is difficult to calculate the joint probability ρ(X = x|C = c) since the data is significant 
with many features. By assuming the features are independent, the probabilities are estimated as 
follows: 
𝜌(𝑋 = {𝑥𝑖}|𝐶 = 𝑐) = ∏𝑖𝜌(𝑋 = 𝑥𝑖|𝐶 = 𝑐)                                         (7) 
3.6.2 Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machine is a popular approach used in classification applications. The main idea 
behind this approach is to create N-dimensional hyper-plane and map the input features to it using 
a set of mathematical functions, known as kernels. The theory behind a support vector machine is 
as follows: 
Given a set of training data in the form 
𝒟 = {(xi, yi)|xi ∈ ℝ
𝒫 , yi ∈ {−1,1}}i=1
n                                                      (8) 
Support Vectors 
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where yiindicates the class at which point xi belongs, the main objective in the SVM classifier is 
to find the maximum hyper-plane (WT ⋅ Xi + b = 0) that divides the samples into two main groups  
yi = 1 and yi = −1.  
WT ⋅ Xi + b ≥ 1             for first class                                                       (9) 
WT ⋅ Xi + b ≤ 1             for second class                                                 (10) 
The optimization problem becomes 
Minimize 
1
2
∥ W ∥2                                                                                       (11) 
Subject to  
yi(W ⋅ Xi − b) − 1 ≥ 0                                                                              (12) 
The final problem expression is 
minW,b maxα≥0 {
1
2
∥ W ∥2−∑αi[
n
i=1
yi(W ⋅ Xi − b) − 1]}                  (13) 
where b is 
b =
1
Nsv
∑W ⋅ Xi − yi
Nsv
i=1
                                                                              (14) 
The solution is expressed linearly using Karush-Tucker condition: 
W =∑αiyi
n
i=1
Xi                                                                                           (15) 
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To have a more accurate results, the soft margin SVM is used, which have the following problem 
expression: 
minW,ξ,b maxα≥0 {
1
2
∥ W ∥2+ C∑ξi
n
i=1
−∑αi[
n
i=1
yi(W ⋅ Xi − b) − 1 + ξi]}            (16) 
where C is the cost parameter, and controls the trade-off between minimizing the training error 
and maximizing the margin (Figure 8). This process increases the separation margin between the 
input data and categorizes them into two categories (in this case, islanding and non-islanding) 
(Figure 9). One difficulty when dealing with SVM is choosing the kernel function that is used in 
the mapping process. SVM classifier uses different types of kernel functions for mapping, such as 
linear, polynomial, sigmoid, and RBF. In this thesis, the RBF was used as a kernel for the tested 
SVM since it provided the highest accuracy between the four kernels. 
Islanding
Non-Islanding
Maximize 
Margin
Support Vectors
 
Figure 8: Support Vector Machine 
Non-Islanding  
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Feature Space
Input Space
 
Figure 9: Support Vector Machine Mechanism 
3.6.3 Neural Network  
Neural network is very popular in power system classification applications. It has several 
advantages over traditional classification techniques such as faster training, which makes it perfect 
for islanding detection application. In addition, it is based on a probabilistic model (Bayesian) 
which provides very accurate results.  
Figure 10 shows the basic idea behind the probabilistic neural network. The network 
consists of four main nodes: input, hidden, class, and decision node. The input nodes are the 
features/class data module. The hidden layer (also called the pattern layer) forms a product of input 
layer output and the weight vector. The class node works as a summation node that adds the output 
of the hidden nodes together. Finally, at the decision node, a particular class is decided. 
Islanding  
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Figure 10: Neural Network Topology 
 
3.6.4 Random Forest Classifier  
In this research, C4.5 decision tree is used in order to distinguish between islanding and non-
islanding cases. This tree uses entropy and Information Gain in order to split the nodes and 
construct the tree: 
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) = −∑𝑓𝑖log2(𝑓𝑖)                                                              (17)
𝑖
 
where 𝑓𝑖 is the frequency of the value i in the dataset. Now let us consider the entropy when Subset 
T has been partitioned in accordance with n outcomes of one attribute test X, then 
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦𝑥(𝑇) = −∑
𝑇𝑖
𝑇
× 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑇𝑖)                                             (18)
𝑛
𝑖=1
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𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑋) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) − 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦𝑥(𝑇)                (19) 
Equation (19) measures the information gained by partitioning T in accordance with the test X. 
When using the entropy, the main goal is to select a feature that maximizes the information gain 
index. Random Forest is a combination of various C4.5 decision trees. RF algorithm combines 
these trees based on a voting criterion. Each tree provides a decision and the majority vote of these 
trees gives the final decision on whether an islanding or a non-islanding condition has occurred. 
Unlike DT, there is no pruning in RF; instead all the trees are grown to the maximum depth they 
can achieve, which helps to keep the bias toward one class low. The forest error rate relies on 
strength and correlation. On one hand, the higher the accuracy (strength) of the individual tree, the 
less forest error rate. On the other hand, the more correlation between trees, the more forest error 
rate is observed. Decreasing the number of potential predictors (m) decreases both accuracy and 
correlation. To have a balance between them, finding the optimum value for m is significant, and 
it can be done by using out-of-bag (obb) error rate. During bootstrapped sampling, two thirds of 
the original data is used, and the remaining third is the obb data.  
Given (Xi, Yi) pairs(i = 1,… , n), where Xi ∈ ℝ
ddenotes the d-dimensional predictor 
variable and the response Yi ∈ ℝ (regression) or Yi ∈ {0,1, … , J − 1} (classification with J classes). 
The function estimator for the given pairs is 
?̂?(. ) = ℎ𝑛((𝑋1, 𝑌1),… , (𝑋𝑛, 𝑌𝑛))(. ): ℝ
𝑑 → ℝ                                       (20) 
where the function ℎ𝑛(. ) defines the estimator as a function of the data. A bootstrapped sample 
(𝑋1
∗, 𝑌1
∗), … , (𝑋𝑛
∗ , 𝑌𝑛
∗) is constructed by randomly drawing 𝑛 times with replacement from the 
original data (𝑋1, 𝑌1), … , (𝑋𝑛, 𝑌𝑛) and its estimator ?̂?
∗(. ) = ℎ𝑛((𝑋1
∗, 𝑌1
∗),… , (𝑋𝑛
∗ , 𝑌𝑛
∗))(. ) is 
computed by plugging those samples into the estimator function. This process is repeated M times 
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(chosen by user, theoretically is equal to infinity). Then, the average of the bootstrapped 
probabilities is calculated. Namely, at the end of the run, search the class that had majority of votes 
every time case n was obb. The ratio of number of cases that 𝐽 is not equal to 𝑛 to over all cases is 
the obb error estimate. Such error estimating eliminates the necessity to obtain an estimate of the 
training error for any accuracy estimation procedures including cross-validation, bootstrap, and a 
separate testing data.  
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3.7 Proposed Methodology 
In this thesis, the proposed methodology includes three main stages:  
 Feature extraction  
 Feature selection  
 Training the classifiers and detecting islanding.   
Figure 11 summarizes the methodology followed in this thesis and described below: 
1) Simulate the events (described in table 3) using MATLAB/SIMULINK 
2) Using voltage and current waveforms at the PCC of the target DG, twenty one features are 
extracted 
3) The top four features are selected by FFS or BFS 
4) The process is repeated for all the events described in table 3 until data module is built 
5) Apply k-Fold Cross validation technique to divide the data into training and testing subsets 
6) Using the training subset, RF classifier is trained to distinguish between islanding a non-
islanding 
7) Using the testing subset, the accuracy of the RF classifier is obtained 
8) Detection time is measured for the RF classifier 
9) The accuracy and detection time of the RF classifier is compared to that of Decision Tree, 
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Neural Network. 
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Figure 11: Proposed Approach for Islanding Detection 
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Chapter 4  
Simulation Results and Discussion 
4.1  Simulation Results  
The cases, presented in Table 3, are applied to the IEEE 34 bus system, which is modeled using 
MATLAB/SIMULINK. All 21 features have been extracted considering all the three scenarios 
mentioned earlier with respect to number of DGs installed such as single Inverter-based DG, single 
Synchronous-based DG, and a hybrid mix of Inverter and Synchronous based DGs system. The 
number of features is then reduced to four features by using the feature selection techniques 
discussed earlier in this thesis.  The voltage, frequency, negative sequence magnitude, and negative 
sequence phase waveforms under various conditions are presented to highlight the main 
differences during islanding and non-islanding conditions.  
Figure 12 to Figure 14 shows the responses of the PCC voltage and frequency considering 
an islanding condition with a single Inverter-based DG connected at the PCC (scenario 1), single 
Synchronous-based DG connected at the PCC (scenario 2), and Inverter-based and Synchronous-
based DG both connected at the PCC (scenario 3), respectively. The islanding condition is initiated 
at t = 1 sec with a 10% deficit and 1% deficit in active and reactive power mismatch, respectively. 
For inverter-based DG, the voltage and frequency remain within the IEEE Std. 1547 limits. With 
a small mismatch in the active power such (10%), the voltage deviates to 0.96 pu, which is within 
the IEEE 1547 standard limits. Alternatively, the frequency deviation is mainly due to the reactive 
power mismatch. The used test system and its control unit are designed to operate at unity power 
factor. Therefore, the frequency under 1% mismatch in reactive power mismatch deviates to 
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60.3Hz in order to match the load’s resonance frequency.  In Figure 13, the Inverter-based DG was 
substituted with a Synchronous-based DG and 10% active power mismatch and 1% reactive power 
mismatch are applied. The voltage deviates to 0.93 pu while the frequency deviates slowly to 61Hz 
in the 2 second window but continue to deviates. This means that voltage stays within the IEEE 
limits but the frequency deviates outside the boundary. Similarly to Inverter-based DG, the 
deviation in frequency for Synchronous-based DG is primarily due to the active power mismatch. 
It is easier to detect islanding for Synchronous-based DG system due to the continuous deviation 
in the frequency. In Figure 14, Inverter-based and Synchronous-based DGs are connected together 
at the PCC. With the same percentage of the mismatch, the voltage remains inside the IEEE limits 
while the frequency deviates continuously due to the presence of the Synchronous-based DG.  
From Figures 12-14, there is a small deviation in the waveforms of the voltage and the frequency 
and it most of the time stays inside the limits of the IEEE 1547 standard. Therefore, the 
conventional islanding detection techniques such as passive and active techniques are not being 
able to detect islanding because of the presence of the NDZ. In contrast, some of the non-islanding 
scenarios are shown in Figures 15-17. These Figures show the voltage and frequency during non-
islanding scenario (capacitor bank switching at t=1s at bus 838) with Inverter-based DG, 
Synchronous-based DG, and a hybrid system, correspondingly. Figures 15-17 show that the 
disturbance in the frequency lasts less than 100ms and then stabilizes to its nominal values at 60Hz. 
However, the voltage deviates from 1 pu but the deviation is minimal and within the IEEE limits. 
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Figure 12: Voltage and frequency during islanding for Inverter-based DG with 10% active 
and 1% reactive power mismatch 
 
Figure 13: Voltage and frequency during islanding for Synchronous-based DG with 10% 
active and 1% reactive power mismatch 
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Figure 14: Voltage and frequency during islanding for hybrid system with 10% active and 
1% reactive power mismatch 
 
Figure 15: Voltage and frequency during non-islanding for Inverter-based DG (Capacitor 
bank switching) 
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Figure 16: Voltage and frequency during non-islanding of Synchronous-based DG 
(Capacitor bank switching) 
 
Figure 17: Voltage and frequency during non-islanding for hybrid system (Capacitor bank 
switching) 
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Figure 18: -ve Sequence Magnitude and Phase response during islanding of Inverter-based 
DG for 10% active and 1% reactive power mismatch 
 
Figure 19: –ve Sequence Magnitude and Phase response due to Non-Islanding event due to 
capacitor bank 
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As seen from the previous simulation results, the performance of a specific feature 
in detecting islanding can vary depending on the DG technology used. Voltage and frequency can 
provide a basic detection scheme and can detect islanding when large mismatch is present. 
However, they fail when small mismatch scenarios occur. Accordingly, different features are 
required to detect islanding accurately with zero NDZ for a system that includes both DG types at 
the same time. Those features are the negative sequence magnitude and phase. These two features 
help in detecting islanding when voltage and frequency are unsuccessful to do so, e.g. in small and 
perfect matched cases 
Looking at the negative sequence magnitude and phase in Figure 18, it is clear that the 
phase response changed dramatically as soon as islanding happens. Initially, it is -180o and as soon 
as islanding occurred it starts to fluctuate between -180o and +180o. On the other hand, Figure 19 
demonstrates the negative sequence magnitude and phase response during non-islanding case. The 
phase sequence only fluctuates for less than 100ms and goes back to normal state. These two 
diverse responses are very important to distinguish between islanding and non-islanding due to the 
difference in their waveforms pattern. Similar results are obtained for the negative sequence 
magnitude and phase when replacing the Inverter-Based DG with Synchronous-DG and hybrid 
system.  
4.2   Comparison between RF Classifier and Various Data Mining Techniques 
The results of RF classifier and other tested classifiers are shown in Table 4-6. Table 4, displays 
the accuracies of the proposed classifier in comparison to other classifiers when all 21 extracted 
features are used to detect islanding while Table 5 shows the accuracies when only four features 
(voltage, frequency, negative sequence magnitude, and negative sequence phase) are used for the 
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detection. Finally, Table 6 shows the computation time that is needed to detect islanding for the 
proposed technique and the second highest accuracy classifier. 
Since RF uses multiple DTs, it results in much more robust and very accurate results. In 
Table 4, when using all features, RF gives a perfect 100% classification accuracy for all possible 
scenarios. Moreover, when the number of features is limited to 4, it still outperforms all other 
classifiers with overall accuracy of 99%. In order to prove that the proposed detection technique 
works very well using RF, the same datasets are used to test other well-known classifier to compare 
the results with the ones obtained with RF. Below are the other tested classifiers with a brief 
description on their results. 
Table 4: All 21 Features are used in Classification 
 Inverter DG Synchronous DG Multiple DGs Average 
NB 82% 97% 100% 93.00% 
SVM 97% 100% 100% 99.00% 
DT 98% 97% 97% 97.33% 
RF 100% 100% 100% 100.00% 
NN 97% 100% 100% 99.00% 
Table 5: Only four Features are used in Classification 
 Inverter DG Synchronous DG Multiple DG’s Average 
NB 56% 100% 100% 85.33% 
SVM 94% 100% 99% 97.67% 
DT 95% 97% 96% 96.00% 
RF 98% 100% 100% 99.33% 
NN 97% 100% 100% 99.00% 
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Table 6: Detection Time 
 RF NN 
Inverter DG 
All 0.37 s All 0.88 s 
4 0.18 s 4 0.30 s 
Synchronous DG 
All 0.29 s all 0.81 s 
4 0.18 s 4 0.20 s 
Multiple DGs 
All 0.115 s All 0.76 s 
4 0.18 s 4 0.26 s 
 
4.2.1 Naïve Bayesian Classifier 
A 4-fold cross-validation study is carried on in order to test the Naïve Bayesian Classification.  NB 
classifier is a very straightforward classifier but very powerful. Tables 4 and 5 show different 
results from the NB classifier. Table 4 shows different accuracies when all 21 features are used in 
the classification process while Table 5 shows the accuracies when only four features are used to 
classify the data. Naïve Bayes Classifier performed very well when a Synchronous-based DG 
system is used and with multiple DG system with accuracy of almost 100%. However, the NB 
struggles with Inverter-based DG system and only could reach an accuracy of 82% when all 
features are used and very low accuracy of 52% when only 4 features are used. This is because NB 
classifier requires large amount of data in order to learn all possible scenarios to distinguish 
between islanding and non-islanding. When only four features are used, the amount of information 
the classifier can use to classify the unseen data is very limited.  
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4.2.2 Support Vector Machine Classifier 
Similar study is performed using WEKA Data Mining Software [35] in order to perform SVM 
classification. Again, Table 4 shows different accuracies when all 21 features are used in the 
classification process while Table 5 shows the accuracies when only four features are used to 
classify the data.  SVM showed very good results in terms of accuracies with an average of 99% 
when all features are used and 97% when only four features are used. Remarkably, the lowest 
accuracy is 94% when, again, a single Inverter-based DG unit is used.  
4.2.3 Decision Tree 
Using Decision Tree as a classifier for islanding has been very popular and many proposed 
techniques uses it due to its straightforward logic. When using all features the average accuracy of 
islanding detection is 97% and when the number of features is limited to four, the accuracy dropped 
by 1% only. This results shows the main proposed islanding detection techniques used this 
classifier as the core of the technique. In addition, this consistency in the accuracy, even with the 
reduction in number of features, is the main motivation to use the more sophisticated RF classifier 
in this research. 
4.2.4 Neural Network 
Neural Network classifier is very close to Random Forest in terms of accuracy especially when 
only four features are used. First, when all features are used the average accuracy was 99% and 
when the number of features is reduced to four it provided the same accuracy. However, even with 
these high accurate results, NN is not implemented for islanding detection due to its complexity 
and presence of hidden layer.  
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4.2.5 Random Forest 
Random Forest is the most robust classifier out of all the tested classifiers. It provided 100% 
accuracy when all features are used and it also provided 99.3% when only four features are used. 
The reason why RF is much preferred in classification problems, such as islanding detection, is 
the simplicity of it over NN, as it is a combination of simple DTs. It also performs much faster 
than NN as it is shown in the next section.  
4.3 Detection Time 
In terms of detection time, both Random Forest classifier and Neural Network classifier performed 
in a fast manner and stayed with the acceptable IEEE time limit. Nevertheless, RF classifier 
performed much faster than NN as shown in Table 6. When all features are used, RF is almost 3-
5 times faster than NN. In addition, when the number of features was set to four, RF is still twice 
as fast as NN.  
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Chapter 5  
Conclusion 
A new universal islanding detection technique that performs accurately for both Inverter-based 
and Synchronous-based DGs is proposed. The proposed technique depends on twenty one features 
that are used in order to detect and identify an islanding condition while achieving zero Non-
Detectable Zones and avoiding nuisance tripping due to other non-islanding events. These features 
were extracted from voltage and frequency waveforms at the PCC of the targeted island. Next, a 
feature selection process is used to reduce the number of features to four features only. Using these 
features, a Random Forest classifier was trained and tested using k-fold cross validation technique 
to measure its performance and accuracy to detect islanding. Furthermore, systems with single and 
multiple DG units were tested in order to test the classifier performance under different topologies. 
In the end, for both DG types, Random Forest classifier was found to be the best classifier for 
detecting an islanding condition for two main reasons. First, it outperformed all other classifiers 
with an average accuracy of 99% and achieved zero NDZ for both types of DG. Second, it is 
extremely fast in detecting islanding, which is a very important factor in choosing an islanding 
detection technique. Finally, the selected features provided sufficient information to distinguish 
between islanding and non-islanding regardless of the type of the classifier used in the 
classification process. 
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